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Craft with Jo-Ann



SUPPLIES & TOOLS:

•      7gypsies®:  
Tray 
Paper: Camden 
Amber Glass Bottle 
Labels 
Conservatory Die-Cuts: Fern, Bird  
Silver Round Studs 
Mini Silver Hanger 
Gears 
Butterfly Rub-ons 
Journey Charm 
Mini Key Charm 
You are my Sunshine Journaling Card 
Adhesive Hook
Ephemera Ruler

• Canvas Corp adhesive
• Spray bottle with water
• Flower punches or dies
• Floral foam
• Sharpie® marker
• Scissors
• Pop Dots™

DIRECTIONS: 

1. Adhere background paper of choice to tray.

2. To assemble flowers: Punch or die cut flowers from 
paper. Lightly spray them with water and while 
they are wet, firmly cup them around the end of a 
rounded shape, like the end of a marker. To form 
the tighter centers of flowers, cup flower in fingers & 
lightly twist the base. Allow petals to dry completely. 
Layer smaller petals sets into larger petals, finishing 

with the tight petals in the center.

3. Hand-cut leaf shape from green paper; wet it slightly. 
Scrunch leaves up & allow to dry.

4. Position a large cluster of flowers in the bottom left 
corner of the large compartment. Arrange flowers 
on a small piece of foam. Adhere flowers in place.  
Place bird die-cut on flowers.

5. Place medium flower in top right-hand corner of the 
same compartment. Adhere leaves around flowers.  

6. Cut “You are my sunshine” into strips from the 
journaling card. Mat it on a darker color paper.  
Place strips using Pop Dots™ on large compartment.

7. Left Bottom Section: Apply two butterfly rub-ons to 
a piece of cream paper. Fussy cut them. Adhere 2 
gears to the bottom left corner of compartment.  
Place butterflies on Pop Dots™ slightly over them. 
Finish with words cut from labels.

8. Middle Bottom Section: Cut a red-outlined label into 
2 unequal pieces. Place the smaller piece in the 
upper right corner with a silver round stud. Place the 
larger in the lower left-hand corner with an antique 
silver mini key. Angle the Fern die-cut diagonally 
across compartment. Finish with Amber Glass Bottle.  

9. Right Bottom Section: Adhere a small piece of the 
ruler Ephemera to the bottom of the compartment 
using Pop Dots™. Add a yellow arrow. Adhere the 
silver hook to the top center of the compartment. 
Embellish mini hanger with the Journey Charm & 
the “priceless” sticker. Hang hanger from hook to 
complete the compartment.

10. Add 3 silver studs around the top left & bottom  
right corners.

Skill Level 2: Some experience necessary Approx. Crafting Time: 3-5 hrs

Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. 
Provide adult supervision if children participate in this project. #234-2175 
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